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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that, if the algebra .cP’ ” of all n X n matrices with entries belonging 
to a Banach algebra & possesses an invertibility symbol of order mn, then the algebra 
JZ’ possesses an invertibility symbol of order m. The proof is based on conversr 
Amitsur-Levi&y theorems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let S/ be a Banach algebra with identity e, and 9 be a subalgebra of A? 
containing e. We say that S? possesses an invertibility symbol of order n f& 
invertibility in _w’ if there are a family (Z(t)),, T of positive integers with 
maxtET l(t) = n, and a family (v,>,~~ of algebra homomorphisms from 9 
into the algebra C l(t)xQt) of all Z(t) x Z(t) matrices with complex entries, 
such that 
%(a) = u 444) for all a ES. 
tET 
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Herein, o,(a) refers to the spectrum of a in ~2, and a,(v,(a)) to the 
spectrum of the matrix v,(a) in C Ictjx l(t). In other words, an element a E J%’ 
is invertible in & if and only if the matrices v,(u) are invertible for all t E T. 
In what follows we write IS( n, &) for the set of all subalgebras of JZ’ which 
possess an invertibility symbol of order n in .& 
The following implications are valid: 
(1) If Z% E IS(m, JZ& then 9? E IS(m, 9) (see Theorem 1.1 in [3]). 
(2) If ~2 E IS(m, &;4) then dnx” E IS(mn, XZ’“““) (see Theorem 1.4 in 
Em. 
The converse of the first implication is false in general (see Example 1.1 in 
[3]), but the following holds: 
(3) If 9 E IS(m, ZZ), and if there is a k > m such that 9 E IS(k,&), 
then 9 E IS(m,&) (see Lemma 1.1 in [3]). 
It is the aim of the present note to show that the converse of the second 
implication is always true. 
CONVERSE AMITSUR-LEVITZKY THEOREMS 
Let F, denote the polynomial in m noncommuting variables given by 
where S, stands for the symmetric group of order m, and let F,” refer to the 
polynomial [F,(u,, . . . , a,)]” in m variables. A Banach algebra & satisfies 
the polynomial F,” if F,“(u,, . . . , a,) = 0 for all choices a,, . . . , a, EM, and 
in this case X/ is called an F,“-algebra. The Amitsur-Levitzky theorem states 
that, if JZ’ is commutative (i.e. an F,-algebra), then ~2”~ n is F,,. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let AZ’ be unit& 
(a) If&‘“” is F,, then d is F,. 
(b) lj’dnx” is F,,, then .d is F,,,. 
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Proof. 
and 
(a): Let eij denote the matrix having the identity at the Yth place 
zeros at all other entries. Then, for all a, b E &, 
0 = ~2n(ell~ell~ell~~ll~~l2~~z2~~23~...~~,-l,.~~,,)~,l 
= ellaellbell - e,,be,,ae,, = (ub - bu)e,,, 
whence it follows that & is commutative. (Take into account that e,jekl is 
equal to zero if j z k and equal to eil if j = k.) 
(b): Let a,, . . . , u2m EM, and let x1, . . . , x~,,,,,+~_ 1 be any enumeration 
of the 2mn + n - 1 elements 
ellalell ~llc?~ll **. ella2mell 
e12 e21u1e12 e21a2e12 ..* e21u2me12 
. f 
en-l,n enlaleln enla2eln a*0 fw2dln 
Since each F,-algebra is also F,.+l, we obtain F2mn+,,_1(~1,..., x~~,,+,,_~) 
= 0 and hence 
ellF2,,+.-d~l~..., X2mn+n-l)enl = 0. 
Up to the sign, the left-hand side of this identity is obviously equal to 
~11F2&11~1~l1~ . * * ) ell~2m 11 e )e12F2Ae21ale12 p . . . t e21a2me12) *a. 
X e,-l,.F2,(e,lalel,,..., w2mcJenl~ 
and taking into account that 
er.F2,(e,raler,,...7 e,ra2,en-)e,r = F2,(arZ..., %m)err7 
we finally get F:m(u,, . . . , u2J = 0 as desired. ??
REMARKS. 
(a) Assertion (a) is well known. A slightly different proof can be found, 
e.g., in [5]. 
(b) One can also show (in the same way) that if MflXn is F,,,, then & 
satisfies the following polynomial in 2mn variables: 
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(c) Moreover, if JZ?‘~’ is an F,,, -algebra, then & satisfies the polynomial 
F,,, F,,, _ 1 in 2m - I variables. Indeed, 
0 = ellF2,,,(ellalel17 .--) ella,,,ell, e12’ e be e b _ e 21 1 12> ...) 21 m 1 12 )e21 
= F,,,( ell~lell,..., ~ll~,ell)~12F,,,-l(~21bl~12~. . . , e21b,-le12)e21 
= F,,,(al,...,a,)F,,,-l(b,,...,b t,,- 1). 
INVERTIBILITY SYMBOLS 
Let us first remark that the algebra homomorphisms generating an 
invertibility symbol for a given algebra JZZ can always supposed to be continu- 
ous (see Example 1.1 in [2] and the discussion following it). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A? be a unital Banach algebra. lf _Pxn E 
IS(mn, sfnx “> then & E IS(m, &). 
Proof. Let Rad d denote the radical of the Banach algebra d, i.e. the 
intersection of its maximal left ideals. If tin’” E IS(mn,tinX”), then, by 
Theorem 22.1 in [4], &nX”/Rad(&“X”) is an F,,,-algebra. Since 
Rad(dnX “> = (Rad &)“’ n (take into account that the radical of a Banach 
algebra is a closed two-sided ideal of that algebra), and since the Banach 
algebras JZ’“’ “/(Rad ti)“’ ” and (&/Rad JZ?)“’ n are canonically isomorphic, 
we conclude that (&/Rad&)“X” is an F2,,-algebra. Proposition 1 shows 
that &/Rad & satisfies the polynomial F,,,, and via Theorem 1.1 in [l] we 
obtain that d/Rad& possesses an invertibility symbol of order m, whence 
the assertion follows. ??
As a consequence we find 
PROPOSITION 3. Let sf be a unital Banach algebra and 9 be a subalge- 
bra of ti containing the identity. Zf &TX” E IS(mn, .Px “1, then 9 E 
IS(m, &). 
Proof. If Bflx” E IS(mn,sPX”), then, by Theorem 1.1 in [3], 9”‘” E 
IS(mn,APx”) andP ro osi ‘on 2 involves that 9 E IS(m, a). It remains to p n 
show that 9’ E IS@,@)) for some k > n. Then Lemma 1.1 in [3] would 
vield the assertion. 
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For this goal, let the homomorphisms vt, t E T, define an invertibility 
symbol of order rnn for invertibility in JP’ n. Then, clearly, the homomor- 
phisms 
pt:a - v,(diag(a,...,a)) 
constitute an invertibility symbol of the same order for invertibility in AX?. 
Hence, ~3 E IS(mn, JY’), and one can choose k = mn. H 
REMARK. An evident modification in the proofs of Propositions 1, 2, and 
3 gives the following slightly stronger implications, where [*I refers to the 
entire function: 
(1) If dnX” is Fz, then JX? is Fim,,,, for all n < m. 
(2) If LPxn E IS(m,M’X” > then n < m and & E IS([m/nl, &. 
(3) If snxfl E IS(m,HnX” > then n < m and 9 E IS([m/nl,&9). 
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